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Four Questions To Ask & Answer When Evaluating Bible Translations1 
 
1.     Is it based on an appropriate original text?  

Jesus promised that God’s Word will never pass away (Mt 24:35).  We are blessed with 
many reliable manuscripts.  Did the translators carefully follow the original Hebrew, 
Aramaic, or Greek text of the Bible?  

2.     Does it render this original text faithfully?  
Remember that every word of the original Bible text is God’s inspired, error-free Word 
(Verbal Inspiration).  Does the translation faithfully and accurately convey the same 
meaning as the original text of God’s holy Word? 

3.     Is it doctrinally sound?     
Professor Armin Panning put it this way: “Does the translation of this passage agree with 
what God says about the subject in other passages? For us purity of doctrine must ever 
remain the essential test of a translation. To endorse a translation that features crisp, 
contemporary English and that ‘reads like a novel’ but subtly blends in error or undercuts 
the reader’s confidence in the reliability of God’s Holy Word is to court disaster: It is 
infinitely better to retain a translation that may not be as easy reading, that may not 
include the latest in scholarship, but which accords to the Lord Jesus Christ His rightful 
place in God’s plan of salvation. I take it for granted that we agree on this, and that it will 
not be necessary to belabor the point.”  (“The NASB, Is This The Answer?”  p.5) 

4.     Is the receptor language acceptable? 
This is a matter of judgment and taste.  No translation is perfect.  But can you understand 
what it says?  Professor Panning added, “At the risk of being repetitious, let me 
emphasize that compromising on the style of language to be used in a translation is NOT 
the same as compromising on the content, on doctrine.” 

                                                 
1 See Prof. Armin Panning’s helpful article: WLQ January, 1973; Vol 70:1, pp. 6-31, especially p. 14; or WLS 
Essay File -  http://www.wlsessays.net/files/PanningNASB.rtf. 
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2  Comparison charts on all NIV changes are from  http://www.slowley.com/niv2011. 
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3 WLS Faculty:  http://www.wlsessays.net/files/wlsniv.pdf   And:  http://www.wlsessays.net/files/JeskeNIV.pdf 
4 Biblica press release, 1 Sept, 2009:  “we are recommitting ourselves today to the original NIV charter, complete 
with its charge to monitor and reflect developments in English usage and Biblical scholarship by periodically 
updating the NIV Bible text.”  In the FAQ section, this quotation appears related to “guiding principles” and 
proposals for translation changes that were submitted by others: “Many of these proposals have led to revisions to 
the text and others, purely due to shortage of time, have been tabled for discussion at future meetings for potential 
inclusion in future updates.”  (Underlining mine). 
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5 For a more complete timeline see: “The Gender-Neutral Bible Controversy: Muting the Masculinity of God’s 
Words” by Poythress/Grudem.  http://www.cbmw.org/Online-Books/The-Gender-Neutral-Bible-Controversy/The-
Gender-Neutral-Bible-Controversy 
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